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Abstract 
According to the limitation of the parametric design of the impeller shape when implement the optimization the 
hydraulic machinery impeller, the free-form deformation(FFD) method is proposed to parameterize the impeller 
blade surface. The impeller blade is implanted to the control volume which is equally subdivided by control point. 
The control volume and the object which we wish to deform are imagined to be flexible. The control volume can be 
deformed by move the control lattice in it, thereupon the object is deformed also. The blade shape can be 
parameterized conveniently. The calculation of the deformation of the centrifugal pump blade shows that the 
proposed theory and method here are rational. 
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1. Introduction 
In the traditional pump design, the pump performances are highly sensitive to the designer’s experience. 
The design cycle is very long, and the optimization is hard to implement. The main reason is the 
complicated implicit function between the pump hydraulic performance and its interior passage geometry 
shape. The problem is usually considered as optimization problem of functional surface with flow 
constraint, and it is the hot topic of fluid dynamic and the optimum theory field also. As the blade shape is 
hard to describe, its shape is hard to parametric control. Presently, the Bezier curve and NURBS are 
widely used to control the shape of hub and shroud streamline or the blade surface directly. The blade 
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Fig 1. The control volume and lattices 
shape is hard to parameterize, the amount of calculation is very great. Previously, the authors have done a 
lot of work in this field[1,2]. Partial differential equation(PDE) is proposed to design the blade surface, 
and the project of the inverse design of blade is transformed into the boundary-value problem of partial 
differential equation. The blade shape can be conveniently controlled by controlling the boundary-
condition and the parameter in equations. For this work, the main deficiency is that the parameter in 
equation is hard to conveniently control. Recently, with development of the CAGD technology, the free-
form deformation method is successfully applied in aerodynamic shape optimization. In this investigation, 
the free form deformation is proposed to parameterize the shape of hydraulic machinery impeller.  
2. The Free Form Deformation Technology 
2.1 The overview of FFD 
In 1984 Barr has innovatively proposed the idea of solid deformation by twisting, bending and 
tapering, it is a very powerful and elegant design tool. On the basis Sederberg and Parry[3] proposed the 
free-form deformation method(FFD). The FFD method firstly constructs a parametric trivariate Bezier 
control volume, and then embeds the object which we wish to deform in the control volume. The control 
volume and the object are imagined also to be flexible. The control volume can be deformed by move the 
control lattice in it, thereupon the object is deformed also. Jamshid A. Samareh[4] has introduced the FFD 
method for airfoil aerodynamic shape optimization. The geometry perturbations rather than the geometry 
itself is parametric using NURBS. The design variables are reduced by an order of magnitude. Li 
chungang[5] has also applied the FFD method to aircraft blended wing-body configuration design. 
 
2.2 The Algorithm of the FFD 
The main algorithm of the FFD is as follows 
 ķ. First construct a parallelepiped control volume, which could embed the object to be deformed. 
We construct the local coordinate system O-STU on the parallelepiped region, as shown in figure 1, 
then any point X can be expressed as (s,t,u) in the 
system. 
UuTtSsXX  0 ,        Ł 
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 ĸ. Construct the control point in the 
parallelepiped control volume, and these point lie on 
a lattice. The control can be uniformly divided into l, 
m, and n parts by the plane parallel to OUT, OSU, 
OST respectively. These intersections of these plan 
are the control lattice points Pi,j,k. and Pi,j,k can be 
written as 
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The Cartesian coordinate of any point in the parallelepiped control volume can be expressed as following. 
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Where, )()()( uBtBsB knjmil ǃǃ  are Bernstein basic function 
Ĺ. Embed the objective surface to be deformation into the control volume, and Cartesian coordinate 
of the points on the objective surface are converted to local coordinate(s,t,u). 
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ĺ. The control volume is deformed when the position of control points is changed, the objective 
surface is deformed also which is embedded in the control volume. But the local coordinate of the points 
on objective surface remain the same. The object surface after deformation can be expressed as following 
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The above formula (4) is the deformation function. The deformation of surface is constructing a mapping 
from R3 to R3. Different deformation function will led to different deformation. So the FFD method can 
be used in any type of surface and solid Modelling system, and can be act on plane, quadric surface, 
parametric surface etc. FFD method can intuitively control the model geometrical continuity. It can be 
implemented for surface local deformation. The calculation amount is not so large, and there is no need to 
fit the initial surface. The researchers are consistently endeavour to developing the FFD method[6]. Here 
the FFD method is used for parametric design of hydraulic machinery impeller. 
3. FFD for hydraulic machinery blade deformation control 
The hydraulic machinery blade shape is complex three dimensional surface, and it is hard to 
parameterize. The complex blade surface is the prime determinant of the hydraulic performance. We 
usually call it function surface. It is the main reason that the optimization of the hydraulic machinery 
inverse problem is hard to implement.  
For this problem, the author has done a lot of work. Quartic Bezier with five control point is 
proposed to design the hub and shroud curve. 
The first three and the last three control point 
are collinear. The partial differential equation 
is proposed to generate the blade surface, and 
the project of the inverse design of blade is 
transformed into the boundary-value problem 
of partial differential equation. The blade 
shape can be conveniently controlled by 
controlling the boundary-condition and the 
parameter in equations. The parametric 
control of the impeller blade is realized. The 
boundary-value problem is as following 
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Where, the parameter a is the function of u 
and v. For this method, the control of the parameter a(u,v) in equation isn’t so convenient. Fig.2 is the the 
clipping drawing of the pump blade designed by PDE method. Where the parameter a(u,v) is consider as 
constant, and a(u,v) equal to 1. The smooth parameter a is used to control the relative scaling between u 
and v variables. Since a is consider as constant, the blade surface can’t be control freely. Here, the FFD is 
used to parameterize the blade surface, and the computational procedure is as following  
(1) First construct a enough large parallelepiped control volume, and embed the initial impeller 
blade surface into the control volume. The blade surface can be various form, regardless of it is 
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Fig.2. the clipping drawing of the pump  
blade designed by PDE method 
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parametric design or traditional design. Here the blade surface design by PDE method as show 
in fig.2 is embed into the control volume. 
(2) Construct the local coordinate system for control lattice, and the Cartesian coordinates(x,y,x) 
and the local coordinates(s,t,u) of these control lattice are achieved. 
(3) Calculate the local coordinates(s,t,u) of these points on objective blade surface. 
(4) Move the control points, and calculation the new form of the control volume. 
(5) The blade shape will be deformed along with the control volume deformation. Calculate the 
new surface after deformation remaining the local coordinates(s,t,u) of these points on 
objective blade surface the same 
Implement the above calculation, and then we can realize the deformation of blade surface. Fig.2 is 
the one of the sections of the blade surface. And fig.3 is the section before deformation and after 
deformation when the control lattices are moved. According to the calculation of the blade surface 
deformation, the parametric control of the blade surface is realized, the blade surface can be freely 
deformed by moving the control points, the curve and surface is smooth and continuous. There is no need 
to parametric fit the initial surface to be deformed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
The background of the parametric design of the hydraulic impeller is introduced, and the main 
difficulty in this field is recommend. The principle and basic algorithm of the free-form deformation 
technology is introduced in detail. The FFD is proposed to parametric control the hydraulic impeller. The 
calculation case shows that the proposed method is rational; the FFD can be freely used to deform the 
blade surface. There is no need to parametric fit the initial blade surface, and the calculation amount isn’t 
so large. The quality of the deformed surface and surface is very high. So the application of the FFD 
method in the parametric design and optimization of hydraulic impeller has wide prospect. 
 
Fig.3. The section of the blade surface 
 
Fig.4. The deformation of the blade  
surface and the moved lattices 
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